
Leader-follower interactions & personality

Walking: Owner followers: more fearful (N = 17, 

F1,24=5.41, p=0.03)

Owner nonfollowers:  more dominant* (N = 33, 

F1,24=12.62, p=0.02)

* same in food competition test (F1,80=9,012, p=0,004)

Running: more dogs followed Owner (N = 30 vs 20)

no differences between followers and nonfollowers
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In a family dog group during free (off-leash) walks we detected leader-follower relationships with a directional

correlation analysis, which quantifies the fast, joint direction changes of dog pairs (Ákos et al., 2014). In the

present study we asked owners to change directions often while walking and running with two of their dogs.

With this method we could detect owner-dog interactions, because the timescale of the owner's direction

changes was similar to that of the dogs.

(1) trajectory data using high frequency 

GPS loggers: 50 dogs (25 pairs) and 

their owners (Walking 5’, Running 5’)

(2) behaviour tests: reaction to a short

separation from the owner, obedience, 

and dominance status in food

competition and calling situations

(3) questionnaire about the personality 

of the dogs (Jones, 2008)

Separation Obedience Food competition Calling

large differences in owner-following 

leader-follower relationships can be 

demonstrated among dog-pairs, too 

support for automated animal personality 

and dominance status measurements 

dotted line = filtering: if the focal subject follows two other subjects, the 

leadership role is assigned to the subject with the higher correlation 

value. In other words the leader is the one whose path segment is more 

similar to that of the focal individual.

Consistency over time
Natalie follows 
Owner more 
than Kornelius

Owner follows 
nobody

Kornelius follows 
Owner more than 
Natalie

Motion variables
(GPS, 3D gyroscope, 
3D accelerometer)33Walking:

49 variables

Factor

Analysis:

1. motility

2. extremity

3. shaking

4. acceleration to side
Total explained var: 72.03%)

Motility & personality & 

behaviour tests

Both for walking and running

link with:

excitability (F1,24=4,18, p = 0,05; 

F1,24=5,08, p = 0,03)

running faster to the owner
(F1,24=3,98, p = 0,05; F1,24=6,62, p = 

0,02)
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Running Walking Experimental siteEThe device

50 m

Similar for Running

Owners have significant role in leading

Kornelius 
leads Natalie 
more than 
vice versa
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